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Are we all environmental criminals? What is environmental crime, how is it investigated, and how 

does the legal system deal with it? How many different roles does the government play? How can 

environmental scientists contribute to environmental crime investigations?  

These questions were all discussed during a symposium on Environmental Crime, organised by 

Kennisnetwerk Milieu (KNM) and the section Milieuchemtox of NVT/KNCV. Around 50 participants 

from the environmental sector and criminal investigation services linked their expertise during a very 

interesting and lively meeting. 

After Caroline Moermond (KNM) and Willie Peijnenburg (Milieuchemtox) welcomed the participants, 

Rudie Neve (Police Academy) introduced the topic of environmental crime, which can be defined as 

‘Behaviour punishable through criminal or administrative environmental law and/or morally culpable 

behaviour, enacted to pursue economic advantage and/or immaterial gain, resulting in environmental 

damage’. This type of crime is different than common crime, as environmental crome is mostly 

corporate crime (mixed with permitted economic activities) or is a crime of omission (when 

procedures on safety etc. are not followed). Examples of environmental crime are manure fraud, 

illegal use of plant protection products, illegal waste dumping, emissions of substances of very high 

concern, fraud with bunker fuels, illegal fireworks, wildlife crime, and illegal timber trade. The chance 

of being caught and sanctions are usually very low, and regulations are complicated.  

Bram van Diggele (Waterschap Rivierenland) explained the difficulties a waterboard is confronted with 

while investigating environmental crime and actually getting companies in front of a judge. It is often 

already difficult to determine who is responsible: is it the contractor, the sub-contractor, the sub-sub-

contractor, or the licensee? To be convicted of a crime does not require criminal intent – (not) doing 

something because of financial gain is also criminal. He ended with the quote that ‘to be negligent is 

to be held accountable’, saying that who closes their eyes can also be guilty. 

Ingeborg Koopmans (Prosecutor at Openbaar Minsterie) focussed on the many roles of the 

government in environmental crime (besides the investigative/court processes). The government has 

a role as legislator, licensing authority, enforcer, and as the suspect to be brought before court. Often, 

subsidies are the basis of environmental crime, when money is to be gained. Again, she stressed that 

knowing environmental crime happens but looking away and not acting, is also a criminal act in itself. 

The government often does this, but the national government cannot be brought to court. ‘Toleration 

is to be indifferent to the inadmissible for so long until it is too late’. 

Roos van den Munckhof (Judge at district court Oost-Brabant) explained the view of a judge. She 

stressed that judges in environmental law know a lot about how to apply law but are not 

environmental experts. For their information, they lean on information from environmental experts. 

It is also important for a judge to know how the public feels about a certain topic, which can be steered 

by environmental scientists seeking publicity. 

Finally, Edwin Lakerveld (director of the Special Intelligence and Investigation Service (ILT-IOD)) 

explained the process of investigating environmental crime, with a couple of interesting examples on 

biodiesel fraud, tapping of pipelines, a company not obeying regulations aimed at protecting 



environmental and human health, and an internationally working laboratory that forged their reports 

to meet their client’s needs. Their unit is going to be strengthened from 70 to 130 employees. Both 

Rudie Neve and Edwin Lakeveld also pointed out that there are many vacancies; check out 

werkenbijhetom.nl; omgevingsdienst.nl/over-ons/vacatures; kombijdepolitie.nl. 

 

In the final discussion involving the speakers and the audience, it was stressed again that the expertise 

of environmental experts is essential in environmental crime investigations and in taking the right 

decisions at all levels of jurisdiction. We might all be environmental criminals in one way or the other, 

but environmental scientists have the knowledge to contribute to effectively combat the true 

environmental criminals. 

 

13:05 Introduction: What is environmental Crime? Rudie Neve, Police Academy 

13:30 The role of Water Boards in investigating environmental crime. Bram van Diggele 

(Waterschap Rivierenland) 

13:50  The many roles of the authorities – part 1. Ingeborg Koopmans, Public prosecutor  

14:15  Break 

14:40  The many roles of the authorities – part 2.  Ingeborg Koopmans, Public prosecutor 

15:00 Research and Science in court Roos van de Munckhof, Judge   

15:20 Environmental crime investigation starts with you: the use of chemical and technical 

expertise in our criminal investigations Edwin Lakerveld, Intelligence and Investigation Service of the 

Human Environment and Transportation Inspectorate (ILT-IOD). 

15:45  Reflection from science Willie Peijnenburg (CML Leiden, RIVM)  

16:00 Panel discussion with the speakers.  

16:30 Drinks and bites 


